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Dwight is a man that has had his share of women and he is ready to finally make the plunge across the
marriage aisle, but there is always a but. He's been having second thoughts about his relationship of two years
due to his girlfriend Vanessa's constant phone gossip. Dwight has now been given a new assistant by his
mentor at his law firm. Dwight sees his new assistant Roslyn exploding with confidence and becomes very
intrigued by her. As faith would have it she is also very beautiful and very much single. Dwight notices things
about her that is missing in his current relationship. After a few days of interaction with Roslyn things began
to take a turn. Dwight notices himself beginning to look at her as the woman he had always been looking for.
Since Roslyn was now his new assistance, that meant long hours in the office together alone. They began to
tell each other about their most personal feelings. Dwight knew he was stepping in unchartered territory.
Author_Bio: He is an Austin, TX native and the oldest of his mother's five children. Antwuan first became a
lover of writing at an early age. He first began writing raps as a teenager and when rapping became too little
he began writing poems. He would write poems every day.
In the beginning he would only write about what he saw as a kid growing up in East Austin. As he started to
notice himself getting better, he then began to look for different companies involved with poets. He recently
added another addition to his repertoire by focusing on his website http://AntwuanJackson.com Keywords:
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